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Changes and Challenges:
Protests Amid a Pandemic
Claire Guittard
In the time of a global pandemic, it is important to understand the tactics used by social movements
to adjust to an entirely new environment. This research paper covers the way that the University
of California, Santa Cruz COLA strike changed from using wildcat tactics to becoming a ULP
strike while mobilizing entirely online. I first reviewed literature on social movement tactics and
framing. Then, I analyzed COLA strike-related social media, including their website, Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram accounts. I found that the pandemic had shaped the tactics used by the
movement by utilizing union support to protect those fired during the financial insecurity caused
by the pandemic. Additionally, activists engaged in frame extension to incorporate other social
issues into their cause, drawing on a larger base for support. This was particularly impactful
through the use of social media and the creation of their own platform, StrikeU.
In January 2020, graduate students at the
University of California, Santa Cruz began a
wildcat strike that inspired other campuses
across America, creating a spillover effect.
With the rising cost-of-living in California,
233 graduate workers at UC Santa Cruz
staged a protest demanding increased pay to
counter housing prices. According to
students, 50-80% of their pay went to
housing; rendering some students homeless
or unable to afford basic needs. Graduate
students at other universities begin staging
cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) strikes
themselves as well as reaching out to UC
Santa Cruz graduate workers in solidarity.
These wildcat strikes—strikes involving
unionized workers without union support—
involved blocking roads and refusing to
work. The graduate workers begin withholding around 12,000 grades for the 2019
fall quarter (Guild, 2020). This strike
continued for months, and UCSC responded
by terminating many graduate students.
At the zenith of these protests, however,
the COVID-19 pandemic began sweeping the
nation. The graduate worker strikes were now
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confronted with a new challenge: how do you
strike during a pandemic? Unable to gather
in person due to shelter in place orders,
graduate workers turned to the online
community to continue their protest (Guild,
2020). This created a new method of striking
that involved using Zoom meetings and
social media to keep their movement alive.
By the end of February 2020, UAW 2865,
the graduate workers’ union, filed a charge of
unfair labor practices (ULP) against the UC
for the firing of 54 striking graduate students
and for the UC’s failure to bargain with the
union. ULPs are when unions or employers
commit certain actions that violate the Nation
Labor Relations Act of 1935. When such acts
are perpetrated, the National Labor Relations
Board then investigates the issue (“Unfair
Labor Practice,” 2020). While wildcat strikes
do not provide protection against firing of
employees or refusal to bargain, UAW
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2865’s involvement allowed student workers
a level of safety and access to tools to further
their cause. UAW’s conditions for settlement
with the university included a pay increase to
$40,000/year for graduate work-ers (“UC
grad student workers fighting for a cost-ofliving adjustment,” 2020). The ULP filing
represented a shift from a wildcat strike to a
formal, union-supported legal approach.
In this paper, I analyze how a pandemic
can shape a social movement’s tactical
approach. I will first review literature on
social movement tactics and framing. Then,
using public data from Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, COLA websites, as well as news
articles, I will examine how the UC Santa
Cruz strike has transformed online during a
national crisis through content analysis.
Finally, I will state my findings on the
changes within the movement.
UNDERSTANDING STRIKES
Historically, strikes have been a way to
alleviate working-class struggles. How-ever,
today strikes have become increasingly risky
for unions and are used if all else fails (Martin
& Dixon, 2010). Strikes can occur over a
myriad of issues: unfair labor practice strikes
protest illegal activities committed by an
employer, economic strikes cover wage
disputes, jurisdictional strikes cover disputes
between unions over work assignments, and
recognition strikes aim to force employers to
acknowledge unions (“The Right to Strike”,
n.d.). However, some contracts limit the reasons for which workers can strike, or even
ban them from striking at all. Additionally,
there are wildcat strikes: strikes bearing the
highest risk to workers. These strikes often
utilize largely disruptive tactics at the cost of
possible retaliation (Gamson, 1989).
Whether union-backed or not, all strikes
desire the outcome of addressing workers’
grievances (Simmons, 2014).
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FRAMING
Framing, or the way that a movement
displays its message and reaches others, is a
strategy itself (Benford & Snow, 2000). For
example, by using careful social media messaging, organizers can reach a far greater
audience, gather social attention, and
generate political pressure by drawing
attention to a movement’s grievances
(Sandoval-Almazan, 2014). Frames are
intentional, and movements change them in
response to feedback. Changing frames
allows activists to appeal to different
audiences and mobilize larger groups.
Frame alignment, or how a social
movement tries to make its messages resonate with audiences, is crucial for the
survival of a movement. Scholars have
identified four types of frame alignment processes: frame bridging, frame amplification,
frame extension, and frame transformation
(Snow et al., 1986). Each process serves a
different purpose for movement mobilization. Frame bridging highlights similar
grievances between two organizations’ ideologically similar but structurally different
frames. Frame amplification occurs when a
movement clarifies and strengthens its
messaging, such as emphasizing a specific
part of the message. Frame extension occurs
when organizations expand their core ideas to
gain a more universal appeal (Benford &
Snow, 2000). Finally, frame transformation
occurs when previous messaging fails and
movements use new messaging to secure
support. Additionally, it asks the public to
transform their worldview (Snow et al.,
1986).
TACTICS AND STRATEGIES
Social movements use a combination of
routine politics and more disruptive tactics.
Common institutionalized channels such as
letter writing, lobbying, and endorsing
petitions are often ineffective, while move2
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ments that utilize disruption such as street
protests, boycotts, and civil disobedience see
far greater results (McAdam, 1983). Additionally, media presence has played a large
role in most, if not all, modern disruptive
protests. Media presence, in combination
with unruliness and non-violence, can
successfully limit the impact of overt
oppression by the challenged party. With
these concepts in play, the challenged party
must resort to covert repression or risk
negative coverage (Gamson, 1989).
One concept that is used by social
movement is spontaneity: spur of the moment
action. Informal groups, or groups without
clear leadership or organization, are not as
restricted by bureaucratic structure. As
problems arise, spontaneous movements can
more rapidly change tactics to counter them
(Pullum, 2020). This flexibility is both a boon
and a bane to movements. The loose nature
of these groups makes them vulnerable to
script dissolution: a consequence of informal
groups that can result in confusion on the next
tactical step a movement should take (Snow
& Moss, 2014).
METHODS
From April to May 2020 I gathered data
from COLA-related social media accounts
and news articles. I mainly focused on the
COLA Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook
accounts and events as well as local and
national news coverage of the strikes. I also
analyzed the Payusmoreucsc website to learn
more about the movements’ online transition
and future goals. Using Nvivo, a qualitative
research software, I imported this information and coded it by theme. This allowed
me to perform a content analysis aimed at
finding patterns existing within the material
with the ultimate goal of understanding the
drastic changes COLA underwent over time.
FINDINGS
Spring 2021, Vol. 13, Issue 1
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Under the advice of the CDC, Governor
Gavin Newsom enacted state-wide shelterin-place orders on March 17th, 2020 in efforts
to counter the spread of COVID-19 (Copitch,
2020). Many graduate workers wondered
how the strike would change or even if it
could survive during a pandemic. Unable to
strike in person, workers had to reapproach
their tactics.
As universities moved online and
campuses shut down, student activists have
shifted their movement online, an action
more easily taken due to their originally
informal, wildcat nature (Pullum, 2020).
Using an innovative platform, StrikeU
(strikeuniversity.org), workers shared their
concerns and took action to keep the
community together. This website links to
other social media accounts across Twitter,
Facebook, and Instagram. The usage of social
media for mobilization has been a key part of
modern social movements (SandovalAlmazan, 2014), but what makes this
situation unique is that there were no face-toface gatherings as graduate student workers
of UC Santa Cruz were under shelter-in-place
orders. Thus, StrikeU became less of a tool
for mobilization and more of a new tactic to
keep the COLA strike alive.
During shelter-in-place, the student
workers were mainly using Zoom, a video
conferencing service, to maintain contact
with other members of the strike. The Strike
University website offered multiple Zoom
sessions that were available to all but mainly
focused on UC students. These session topics
included self-care, wildcat striking, sharing
information about different UCs, and even
discussions on racism hosted by acclaimed
professors. The website even hosted COLA
Office Hours on Zoom to answer any
questions students had about COLA (“Strike
University,” 2020).
The additional social media platforms
used by COLA strikers include Facebook,
3
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Twitter, and Instagram. Twitter was a hotspot
for discussion and spreading information as
the strike continued online. As of Spring
2020, their Twitter account was by far the
most active of all COLA social media
accounts with an impressive 10,500
followers
on
their
main
account,
@payusmoreucsc, half of the total of the
20,695 followers across the COLA affiliated
Twitter accounts. They posted nearly daily
about the direction the strike was going as
well as provided information on UC Santa
Cruz’s movements, keeping their base
informed. Furthermore, they posted additional topics regarding other universities
replicating their strike, a phenomenon known
as social movement spillover. In regards to
the transition into a ULP strike, the account
posted:
“we have an opportunity to have a say in
how we emerge from the pandemic,
rather than desperately react to administrative whim” (Payusmoreucsc, 2020,
May 12).
The COLA strike started as a wildcat
strike and as a result, the university retaliated
against graduate workers by firing them. In
partial response to the pandemic and the
firing of the strikers, the COLA strike
evolved from using wildcat tactics to a ULP
strike. By becoming union-sanctioned, the
movement gained considerable power
despite the strikers showing skepticism about
union support over social media. With this
change came additional legal protections: UC
Santa Cruz could no longer fire strikers or use
overt repression. This greatly alleviated
COLA strikers’ fears over continuing to
strike and allowed for a ULP to be filed
against UC Santa Cruz.
The COLA movement has not only
changed its tactics but the way it frames
itself. The Strike University website shows
that the UC COLA strike underwent a frame
extension from focusing solely on cost-ofSpring 2021, Vol. 13, Issue 1
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living adjustments for student workers to
including discussion of a myriad of social
issues and focusing on educating university
unionists (Benford & Snow, 2000). As of
Spring 2020, the “about” section of the Strike
University website states their vision:
Public education free and accessible for
everyone - without student debt. Critical
thinking and skills - not bound by the
imperatives of the market. Communities
of care and shared struggle - not
competition for grades & grants.
Brilliance - without “experts.” Learn your
power to organize personal and social
transformation. Decolonize, democratize,
queer, and abolish the university (“Strike
University,” 2020).
This mission statement is a far different
message than just fighting for a living wage.
By incorporating other ideas, they broaden
their range and allow for more people to get
involved with the cause (Snow et al., 1986).
Although they have kept with the core
demand for reinstating fired workers and
increased wages, broadened their messaging.
CONCLUSION
During my research in Spring 2020, I
watched the COLA strike transform. The
transition from a wildcat strike to a fully
online union-supported strike was sudden
and jarring. I found that even with a global
pandemic in full swing, graduate students
were able to adopt new tactics and extend
their framing (Snow et al., 1986). Despite
their hardships, they acquired union support
and found a viable method to bargain with the
UC. Moreover, the media covering the
scandal of firing graduate students at their
most vulnerable played a part in encouraging
the UC to bargain with students (Gamson,
1989). This eventually resulted in the 41 fired
graduate students being reinstated in Fall
2020, a victory for the movement (Gurley,
2020).
4
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In Winter 2020, the original message of
the movement began to show signs of fizzling
out. Although the StrikeU affiliated Twitter
accounts still post, most of them are focused
on other social issues affecting college
campuses. The complications posed by the
pandemic and the resistance of UC Santa
Cruz to bargain with the students took a toll

on the overall momentum of the movement.
Additionally, transitioning to an online
platform caused the movement to lose its
ability to disrupt university operations
(McAdam, 1983). Despite these drawbacks,
the COLA strike was well equipped for
continuing protests online through social
media utilization.
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